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WELCOME!
Welcome to Issue 36 of 4walls and another
collection of awesome art, fantastic framing,
intelligent insight and some crazy creativity
– thanks to all the inspiring people who have
shared their stories with us.
Our front cover and pages 4 and 5 feature the
delightful work of Matylda Konecka which is a
unique mix of fiction, fact and fantasy.
Get Framous winner Ciaran Robinson is
featured on pages 10 and 11, and runner up
Rob Zanna of EasyFrame talks about his latest
investment on page 24.

On pages 14 and 15 we are showcasing 24
celebrity artworks – created to fundraise for
CALM and Together for Short Lives, shown at
customer Graham Hunter’s gallery and framed
in Larson-Juhl mouldings.

Happy reading! As always, I welcome your
comments, suggestions and questions and
please do get involved on our social channels –
we are on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram all
@4wallsbyLJUK.

We look at the stunning work of Paul Dolman
on pages 20 and 21 and J Leone’s unique
photomontages on pages 22 and 23.

Thank you.

This issue has a brand new masterclass on
mixed mouldings from the talented and
energetic Jon Price - alongside regular
features such as Ask the Experts and calendar
dates with social media activity, together
with other stories from some of our favourite
artists and framers.

Pauline
Pauline Hutchinson, Editor
pauline.hutchinson@larsonjuhl.co.uk
@4wallsbyLJUK
@4wallsbyLJUK
@4wallsbyLJUK
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Micro-tech Italian
Veneers

New product alert! We are incredibly proud to
introduce you to our new release… Micro-tech Italian
Veneers. They are composed of high quality, high
specification raw materials, combined with Italian
technical innovation and efficiency - delivering one
of Larson-Juhl’s most exciting releases yet.
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This product has been designed with both current
mass market trends and tones in decor in mind, whilst
also being extremely cost effective. The features and
benefits of our Micro-tech veneers eliminate many of
the shortfalls experienced with other mouldings in this
space, and set a new benchmark for the category.
Available in five colours; Nordic Oak, Light Walnut,
Mocha, Light Grey and Charcoal, all offer a new ultrathick, high performance solution to other mouldings you
may have used within your work.

The range is also available in three sizes: H38 x W19
x R28, H21 x W31 x R16 and H38 x W28 x R28. With
truer, longer lasting colours, these veneers are superb
to the touch, and have high quality finger jointed pine
substrate. Every veneer in the range also features an
exceptional adhesive layer and bond locking primer
coat. The newest and most affordable Italian icon! To
find out more and see the range in full, visit our website.
larsonjuhl.co.uk
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Take me to the castle

The Storyteller

MATYLDA’S
MAGICAL
WORLD
The Wanderers

Established in 1980, Edinburgh Arts are
celebrating their 40th year in business.
Starting from humble beginnings as
a joiner-turned-picture framer in a
small workshop, Ken Smith grew the
picture framing business over the next
two decades before choosing to begin
publishing a few lithographic prints. A
further two decades on, Edinburgh Arts
are now established as Scotland’s largest
fine art publisher, with a focus in supplying
the best of contemporary Scottish fine art.
With Ken now retired, Ken’s wife Linda
and son Steven attend to the day-to-day
running of Edinburgh Arts.

Matylda Konecka’s
illustrations are a
delightful blend of fact
and fantasy, blending
inspiration from her
childhood and homeland
with life today in the UK.
Thank you, Edinburgh
Arts, for introducing
4walls to Matylda and
her charming portfolio.
Matylda originates
from Szklarska Poręba
- a tourist resort and
art colony town in the
Karkonosze Mountains, in south west Poland. She was born into an
established and respected family of artists and so, not surprisingly,
has been drawing and painting for as long as she can remember.
Her mother Beata Kornicka-Konecka is a famous illustrator and
graphic designer and her father Janusz Konecki is a renowned
abstract painter.

Matylda graduated in Landscape Architecture from
the Wrocław University of Environmental and Life
Sciences but art was her passion and she moved to the
UK in 2010. She set up her art studio in a 19th century
Victorian vicarage and then approached Edinburgh Arts.
The team there saw something very special in her work
and within a few years she has become one of Scotland’s
best-selling illustrators. In 2016 she was listed as one of
Poland’s top five female artists.
Today, Matylda lives in a village near Manchester with her husband,
Paul Lawler, who is a composer for TV scores and trailers, and their
dog Spot.
She has been awarded prizes in several major competitions, and
has had a number of individual and group exhibitions throughout
Europe. She has also designed album covers for several well
established musicians and bands. Latterly, she has also started to
design book covers which is a special passion of hers.
Matylda’s favourite work is The Wanderers and Family Portrait –
which she painted for beloved husband Paul.

“Matylda has a unique and creative view
of our world,” says Steven Smith. “In many
of her images she uses historical facts
and folklore to set the scene, using her
characters to animate the sentiment of
the stories and creating titles that capture
their feel.

“Her work appeals to all
generations and on a global
basis. Unsurprisingly, her work
makes people smile. Having the
ability to generate emotions is
the artist’s ideal – making that
connection with the viewer
that invokes feelings can be an
elusive skill for many artists
but Matylda has that ability in
abundance.”
“Our best-selling images from Matylda
include ‘Highland Cow’, ‘Postfox’ and ‘Take
Me to the Castle’, with the new ‘Glenfinnan
Express’ already making headway to
become our best-selling print.”
edinburgharts.com

“It has been hard work getting established as an illustrator
to a sustainable level and making a living – but I have done
it and feel really lucky and very happy. It took me years of
hard work to get here from where I was, but I can’t imagine
doing anything else. I’m very pleased that I managed to do
it. I hope I can only develop and go further and, one day,
maybe become a book illustrator.”
Matylda uses Facebook and Instagram to showcase her work
but she is not an avid user of these channels, neither does she
promote herself widely. She is incredibly modest but her work
really is worth checking out!
Follow Matylda on Instagram and Facebook @matyldakonecka_
illustrations
Family Portrait

The Glenfinnan Express

matyldakonecka.com
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We spoke to Scottish contemporary
art gallery Eduardo Alessandro
Studios to find out more about their
history as a business, and even got to
know one of their featured artists - the
fantastic John Bell!

The Eduardo Alessandro Studios’ story first
began in the summer of 1978, when Alfred
and June Paladini opened a charming and
rustic gallery in their hometown, naming
it after Alfred’s Italian father. The two had
long held a vision to create a gallery which
could provide an outlet for the wealth of
local artistic talent. After much searching,
they found the perfect location within two
abandoned cottages. These were ideally
situated within a stones throw of the River
Tay waterfront in the picturesque village of
Broughty Ferry, three miles east of Dundee.

A BRUSH
WITH THE
SCOTTISH
COAST

They set about restoring the cottages,
which today house their jewellery and gift
collections, and were joined by their sons
Sandro and Leon who in 1999 embarked
upon a further major redevelopment of
the adjacent buildings to create a modern
and spacious two-storey purpose-built
gallery, which is connected to the original
200-year-old cottages.
Since the studios opened in the 1970s,
they have been known particularly for
Scottish landscape art, which still remains
a popular theme in the art they sell today.
As tastes have developed and interior
fashions changed, they have supported
and introduced contemporary styles of
landscape art which they also publish as
limited-edition prints and supply to the
gallery and framing trade. In addition
to this, they now show a wide range of
cartoon, illustrative and figurative art,
which has become increasingly popular
with today’s buyer.
Looking back at the gallery’s previous
exhibitions, Sandro tells us: “A particularly
memorable show was ‘Portrait of a
Scottish Winter’ around 10 years ago
by John Bell, a stunning collection of
brilliantly observed paintings which
captured the dramatic and raw beauty
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He was interested in art from a very young age,
and even sold his first painting as a student to
a teacher at his school! He went on to study
Illustration at the Duncan of Jordanstone Art
College in Dundee, frustrating his tutors with his
persistence in drawing landscapes. Eventually,
they introduced him to the work of Andrew
Wyeth, which John immediately found familiar in
his colours, subjects, weather and landscapes.
In terms of where he finds his inspiration, John
tells us:

“I am enticed by subjects that have some
element of a by-gone era, for example, old
boats, cottages, ruins, castles and old trees
- usually things that have been a bit bruised
by time. At the end of the day, I am quite
convinced I simply like to evoke a bit of
nostalgia and curiosity about things which
have been left with no apparent owner or
carer apart from the weather.”
When it comes to framing, John works closely with
Eduardo Alessandro Studios, and together they
select frame colours which complement but also
contrast with the painting’s key tones and colours.
John feels it is important that the frame leads the
viewer into the painting, yet provides a separation
space which allows them to differentiate between
the frame and the art.
John maintains that frames create a ‘minienvironment’ for art, and that a good frame
has the ability to turn something mediocre into
something that looks of value. We can only agree!

of our winter landscape. This exhibition was a great success and
opened the door to John’s powerful and simplified interpretations
that he is now renowned for, and which have made him one of
Scotland’s most distinctive and collectable artists.” We were also
proud to hear that the exhibition used Larson-Juhl products to
frame John’s work!

To keep up to date with the Eduardo Alessandro
Studio’s upcoming exhibitions, visit their website
eastudios.com, and to see more of John’s work
visit his website.
johnbellartist.co.uk

We caught up with John to find out more about his stunning work,
and how he got started as the successful artist he is today. As a
local artist, John spent the first 30 years of his life in Broughty
Ferry, where he and his brother grew up together spending
their weekends around the River Tay, examining the consistently
interesting things that the high tide deposited each day.
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The Roaring
Success of...

...Violet Astor

An inspiring recovery story like
none other, 4walls was stunned by
endangered wildlife artist Violet
Astor’s work, and her unusual
beginnings in the industry.

Violet has always had an affinity for
wildlife and travel. After finishing her
university degree, she moved to India for a
couple of years and began work for a tiger
reserve located in the middle of the jungle.
In true Violet style, she then moved to
Australia and changed careers completely,
working as a social worker for eight years
before coming back to London.
On her return, she was employed by
Westminster City Council, which was a
true shock to the system after having been
exposed to such varied job roles prior.
Although she enjoyed her time there, she
described her transition and new job as
“gruelling and intense.”
Eventually, it all became too much for
Violet and she noticed that she was no
longer feeling like herself, whilst struggling
to recover from surgery on her broken
ankle. She was forced to leave her job as
her symptoms worsened, and three and a
half years later she was finally diagnosed
with Lyme disease, contracted from a tick
bite she received in Bali.
She was left in constant pain and fatigued,
forced to take refuge in her attic in North
London for over two years, unable to cope
with human contact outside of her own
family. Within the first six months of her
self-isolation, she took the advice of her
family and started drawing to fill her time.
Soon after this, her artistic talents became
apparent, and she used them as a form of
escapism during her recovery.
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and the Environment Society of
Oman, and 4walls was very proud
to hear that all of the artwork was
framed using Larson-Juhl products.
She tells us that every piece is a
new journey, as she uses different
techniques each time for each
subject, from depicting rhino skin
to the fur of a tiger. Although she
mainly focuses on wildlife, believing
it speaks to people the most, she
has also been known to use human
subjects in her work.

“Hindsight is a wonderful thing and it really did turn out to
be a blessing in disguise. It was something I had no idea I was
capable of, drawing was never a part of my life until I was stuck
at home for so many years”, Violet tells us. Being drawn to
charcoal due to it being a non-toxic material, Violet has always
ensured her materials are as safe and sustainable as possible,
including using paper made from recycled coffee cups.
Violet tells us: “When you are in pain and
distressed, it is completely all-consuming.
This was one of the only things that really
took me away from how I felt - it was like
magic.” Originally very secretive about her
work, as she began to improve she allowed
her mother and sister to see some of her
pieces, but she was still reluctant to show
the outside world. Unbeknown to her at
the time, they were so impressed by her
work that they took a few of her drawings
to a local gallery, and the owner agreed to
exhibit some of her work.
She has since gone on to achieve
international success, working in a
conservation project for tigers and
leopards in Rajasthan, India. She
produced, exhibited and sold a body of
work, all containing tigers, and donated
the proceeds of her work back into the

She looks for faces that hold a
story, told in the creases and
lines of her subjects. It’s the
minute details that mean the
most to her - which is clearly
depicted within her highly
detailed work.
To see more of Violet’s work visit
her website, or follow her on
Facebook @violet.astor.art
violetastor.com

conservation project - whilst also helping
to educate the community on how to
protect their local wildlife.
More recently, Violet organised an
exhibition in Oman celebrating some of the
unique wildlife they have there, which was
opened by a member of the Omani Royal
Family! The exhibition was a collaboration
with the Ministry of Heritage and Culture
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CHECKMATE!
4walls was wowed by artist Ciaran Robinson,
a.k.a Lhouette, and winner of our Get Framous
competition with the fantastically colourful
collaboration with Purling London ‘More or Less
Chess’, and we were thrilled to get to know more
about him and his journey into the world of art!

“Maximalism is how I would describe my art,”
he tells us, “we use excessive amounts of pop
culture imagery and references - anywhere from
100 years in the past to current day. The netting,
transformation and placement of imagery is
a highly considered part of the practice, and I
often work to juxtapose highbrow and lowbrow
references within my art.”
Each piece of Ciaran’s work is fascinating, with
the different layers, aspects and references all
contrasting with each other, yet still working
together to form one recognisable and established
masterpiece. Ciaran will often use conflicting
materials, such as industrial throw-outs like
plasterboard, against more opulent, glossy
materials like precious metals. It is this technique
that gives the distinctively chaotic feel seen
throughout the majority of Lhouette pieces.

Growing up in Luton, Ciaran always knew he had a
creative side, and even studied at an art college for
three weeks before opting out during his earlier
years. However, due to the lack of opportunity he
was exposed to in his local area, Ciaran tells us he
had a growing desire to get out into the real world
and experience all it had to offer.
This led to Ciaran joining the Royal Navy at the age
of 17, visiting an impressive 21 countries during the
five years he served. On finishing his service and
returning back to Luton in 2008, aged 22, he knew
he had to readjust back into normality after being
used to a regimented daily routine. This also meant
he had to figure out how he was to utilise his passion
for art into kicking off his career.

Not only has Ciaran’s work been recognised
internationally by galleries and art collectors alike,
but he has some surprisingly influential fans. He
tells us; “I recently worked on a project with Ronan
Keating and The Marie Keating Foundation for
Cancer Research, during which one of my pieces
was auctioned off for £35,000.” Another notable
follower of his work is Spanish film star Antonio
Banderas, who now has six Lhouette pieces hanging
in his home!

Shortly after his return, Ciaran began living with his
brother in East London, which was an epicentre for
street art and where Ciaran was initially inspired to
take a leap into his art-centric career. He told us:

Other important achievements include having
held residency in top London hotel 45 Park
Lane in 2017, with his artwork exhibited
throughout the venue, subsequently landing
him a television interview with the BBC.
He has also recently worked on a sizeable
project which took up six months of studio
time, involving creating ‘The Voyage’ for the
person who holds the record for owning the
country’s largest residential fish tank!
In terms of framing his work, Ciaran told us:
“Framing is massively important in my work.
Although it is something artists may not have
traditionally concerned themselves with, I can
now appreciate that the trade is an artform
itself - it has a huge part to play.” Having
the experience of working with publishers
and galleries, Ciaran works with LarsonJuhl products to frame his own work in his
designated framing studio.
To see more of Ciaran’s work, follow @
Lhouette on Facebook, and @lhouette_art on
Twitter and Instagram, or visit the website.
lhouette.com

“This is where my love
for urban art really began,
being surrounded by popup galleries and seeing
large scale works of art
on the sides of buildings,
I could appreciate the
culture as a self-taught antiestablishment art form” .
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It was only after being exposed to such an array of work and
opportunities that diverged from the more traditional art-sphere
Ciaran had experienced growing up, that he decided to set up his
own company. Organising exhibitions and putting together shows
for more amateur, post-grad artists, Ciaran was sure to maintain
his artistic abilities and continued painting his own work.
It was through this that Ciaran’s talent was initially recognised,
and he was picked up by a publisher in 2010. Soon after, his
artwork was being displayed in galleries up and down the UK. After
considerable success, he made the decision to leave his publisher
three years ago in order to set up his own independent studio.
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4walls was blown away by the multi-talented artist Caroline Smith,
aka Black Pen, and her stunning work - from her detailed skyline
depictions to her keen eye for interior design.

PUTTING
PEN TO
PAPER
WITH
CAROLINE
SMITH
Born and raised in Blackpool,
Caroline recognised her
artistic abilities and eventually
relocated to London in order
to pursue her career in the
vibrant capital. She began by
studying Interior Design at
Kingston, graduating in 1989
and deciding to make London
her home.

“Looking up,
you see so much
more. Cityscapes
and rooftop
views became a
fascination of
mine, and cities are
forever changing.”

“Computers
are fantastic,
but actually
hand drawing
a space
allows you to
understand
the interior
much better.”
In terms of where she finds
her inspiration, she says
that her greatest love close
to home is Battersea Power
Station, having drawn it
multiple times including
for many commissions. She
is also a huge fan of Italy
and Portugal: “There are
no better places to draw
when working with colour,
with their vibrant tones and
jumbled cityscapes, they are
just irresistible and I can’t
wait to get my watercolours
out when I visit!”

Her work has since taken her
all over the world, including
Australia, Russia and the
Caribbean, and she has been
sure to take her sketchbook
with her wherever she goes.
One of her most favourite
locations for finding inspiration
is New York, which she believes
has been a major influence on
her illustrations, and one day
would love to be commissioned
to do a huge cityscape.

When it comes to framing
her work, Caroline insists:
“Framing is part of the art
itself and is the finishing
touch. If a piece is framed
badly, it can ruin everything!
Taking time to carefully
consider the colour, size and
proportion which will best
enhance the artwork is key.”

Caroline has always loved pen
and ink, and she has quite a
loose, free-hand technique when
sketching which allows the viewer
to come to their own conclusions
and individually interpret each
piece. She encourages hand
sketching in her studio as she
believes it is now a dying art.

To see more of Caroline’s
work visit her website or
follow her on Instagram @
Urban_Sketchliner.
black-pen.co.uk
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OUT AND
ABOUT
Throughout 2020 we have a busy schedule
of round tables and roadshows. The round
tables are being organised by the Fine
Art Trade Guild - sponsored by LarsonJuhl, and will explore upselling, design
desks, online vs bricks and mortar, the
benefits of premium glass, best practice
and trends. Last year, round tables were
held in Chester, Brighton and Newmarket
and received a fantastic reception from
attendees. Around 30 framers took
part in all – with a cross section of high
street framers, commercial framers,
artists, veteran professionals through
to newcomers. All of whom valued the
opportunity to network with peers
and colleagues, discussing challenges,
opportunities, trends and new ideas.

Round table dates are:
Monday, 20th April - Belfast
Monday, 11th May – Glasgow
Monday, 22nd June – Birmingham.
I f you would like to attend any of the 2020
round tables, please email
Louise@fineart.co.uk
Larson-Juhl will also be attending the
Art & Framing Roadshows to showcase
the UK’s biggest range of mouldings,
mountboard, accessories and specialist
glass with a special focus on new products,
which this year include Andover Floats and
Driftwood.

Roadshow dates are:
Tuesday, 23rd June – Exeter
Tuesday, 6th October
- Wetherby Racecourse/York.
 or further information, please visit
F
artandframingroadshow.com
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Hunting for success!
Graham tells us: “We find it true that if
you give a customer your time, they will
appreciate that above all, and it definitely
improves the outcome regarding the
choices they make. We never time a
consultation; it will always be what it
needs to be - and that can be different for
every client.”

Creative Picture Framing was
founded in October 2000 by Graham
and Sharon Hunter. Sharon still
worked in a high street bank initially
but invested all her spare time into
the business and in 2002, Sharon
left the bank and became an equal
partner. The shop had been in Baker
Street since 1985 when it formed
part of the Frame Express Group.
Graham was a manager there for
many years until Frame Express
ceased trading, at which point
Graham saw an opportunity for
them to strike out on their own.
They inherited a historic relationship
with a very well-known retailer,
which both Graham and Sharon tell
us produced an unsustainable profit
for them. They decided to increase
the cost of framing which ended the
relationship, but allowed them to
focus on high quality, bespoke framing
to a larger audience. This began the
transformation of the business into
what it is today; providing high-quality
framing to conservation standards.
They got rid of the ‘express’ aspect of
the business, slowing everything down
by introducing calm, order and higher
quality.

Graham had always had the ambition
of opening a gallery, and aided by the
knowledge gained in his degree in
Fine Art, the company has progressed
within the last four years to exhibiting
full blown contemporary fine art.
Graham’s expertise has been incredibly
useful to their clients, as they can
confidently liaise with him about the
gallery’s various featured exhibitions,
and his art history knowledge is even
appreciated by customers who have
just popped in to choose a frame.

Sharon tells us: “We also sold readymade frames,
gifts and posters but recognised we were never able
to compete with larger retailers such as IKEA. We
instead recognised the importance of increasing the
quality of our services across the board, so we moved
away from mass produced items such as posters, to
more collectable vintage artist work, hand blown
glass, and art-based gifts and sculptures.”

But it has not always been an easy ride.
Rising costs are an ever-present problem,
and business rates and rents have doubled
in recent years. It has been known that
the high street is in need of help for some
time, but Graham and Sharon believe that
not enough is being done to alleviate this
problem. Sharon says: “Smart retailers
concentrate on what they can have an
effect on, for us that is offering a wide
choice of framing and art, trading up
wherever possible and keeping an eye
on the quality of our service. Excellent
customer relations are key to longevity if a problem occurs, just talk to your client.
Nothing gets resolved by silence.”

They tell us that they have an incredibly
loyal customer base, but London is a big
place, so they make sure to stay on top of
updating their social media channels in
order to attract clients from all over.
As they don’t view themselves as a large
corporate gallery, they are happy to be
able to take more of a risk on the artists
they choose to show, allowing them to
also create a more personal and relaxed
experience for their clients. They recently
hosted ‘ART IN A BOX II’, a charity
exhibition which auctioned off artwork
from famous artists, with all the proceeds
donated to CALM and Together for Short
Lives. Larson-Juhl is incredibly proud to
be the frame supplier for this fantastic
exhibition!
Sharon and Graham tell us: “We
were first approached about ‘ART
IN A BOX II’ by Derrick Hicks,
our outstanding Larson-Juhl rep.
We have had a long association
with Derrick, he has been a great
listener over the years and has
offered support when needed. So,
when he introduced me to Paul
at Eazl we were happy to listen.
The project has been amazing,
and we are delighted for Paul
and his small team, all the artists
and sponsors, and of course the
beneficiaries; CALM and Together
for Short Lives.”

To see more of the ‘ART IN A BOX II’
exhibition, visit the Graham Hunter
Gallery website.
grahamhuntergallery.co.uk
eazl.co.uk
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Mannerist On Three Rock Mountain

Rosette Scalp

Jack of all
trades!

“I feel that picture framing is a contemporary artistic medium
in its own right, albeit one that requires a niche set of skills and
machinery. I feel I have only scratched the surface with it, and
it is my ambition to raise the profile of this artistic medium both
through my own work, and in collaboration with other artists
and the picture framing industry. I am eager to hear from anyone
who would be interested in working with me or discussing my
processes further.”

Contemporary artist and picture framer David Lunney gave us some
insight into his fascinating and varied work, and 4walls was excited
to hear more about this all-rounder!

“Initially, I had thought that the job
would just be a bit of fun, practical work
tangentially related to my artistic practice.
However, it quickly turned out to be much
more than that. I started playing around
with moulding off-cuts, scraps of glass
and mounts, and soon realised how much
artistic potential there was - especially
when armed with the knowledge and
precision of a commercial picture framer.
“In my work I always strive for a
superabundance of detail, colours and
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“I like to use thin ornate gilded mouldings,
sometimes from charity shops and
sometimes in new lengths. In ‘Mannerist on
Three Rock Mountain’ I have used a LarsonJuhl bamboo effect moulding. In the eclectic
context of my artworks, off-beat choices
often work well.

A Walk at Kilmashogue Tomb

“While I was doing this, one of my
printmaking classmates, Luke Deignan,
set up Dublin Picture Framing in the city
centre. Three years ago the business began
to grow, and Luke saw this opportunity
and offered me a job working with him. He
trained me up to a professional standard,
and I worked amongst a small team
handling a lot of high end fine art and
sports memorabilia - meaning I learnt a lot
very quickly.

textures. In some of my most recent pieces
I have subverted traditional framing
techniques to my own ends. For example, in
‘Mannerist on Three Rock Mountain’ I used
a variety of techniques; a central Photoshop
collage print was mounted and the off white
mount was cut to its outer size, a complex
Celtic pattern was then drawn all over using
colouring pencil and paint marker, and I
then hand-cut a custom shaped aperture
which allowed the bevelled edge to sharply
contrast the design.

“In my work the inner frames always sit
within an outer frame which is adorned
with acrylic paint, wool, string and ribbons
in a “wrapping” style I have invented.
Initially, this sub frame is cut with a slightly
oversized aperture to accommodate
the frame and the gauge of the string.
Then parallel wools/strings are wrapped
vertically with various contrasting ribbons
and strings running horizontally. This allows
me to have the detail and pattern run right
to the edge of the artwork. The string effect
is somehow homely and self-contained
whilst being a bit trippy, particularly as it’s
viewed from various angles. The woven
frames often act as a tableau or matrix
into which multiple small frames can be
inserted, as seen in ‘Bright Brown’.

A Walk at Kilmashogue Passage Tomb

“I am an artist and picture framer living
and working in Dublin, Ireland. My practice
includes site specific sculpture, drawing,
photography and most recently creating
my own bespoke picture frames. I first
began my career in the arts by studying
printmaking at The National College of Art
and Design in Dublin. After graduating, I
continued making etchings and, like most
young artists, was far too broke to frame up
my work satisfactorily! Out of necessity, I
started making my own frames in a variety of
rudimentary DIY styles.
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TWO NEW
SCHOLARS
ANNOUNCED!

GET
FRAMOUS
A huge congratulations to the two latest
candidates who have been chosen for the
Larson-Juhl Scholarship scheme’s first
intake of 2020! We are incredibly proud
to be supporting Jennie Bright of Framing
Stories, and Russell Frost of Hooksmith
Press, who are the two talented winners.
The scholarship scheme, first launched in
April 2016, is aimed at existing framers
who already own – or are hoping to own
– their own business. The scholarship
includes the GCF(APF) examination and
examiner’s fee, GCF(APF) study guide,
and free access for one year to selected
seminars, study days and workshops
held in the Fine Art Trade Guild office in
London.

“Working with my hands is
something I cherish, and over
the last 20 years I’ve made
rudimentary frames and
refurbished old frames for my
own artwork. As a letterpress
artist, I’m continually making
prints which I sell from a tiny
retail shop in East London. My
interest in framing essentially
began with attempting to
cut mounts and up-cycle old
frames for my prints.”

In terms of Jennie’s story, she attended
the Art and Framing Roadshow in Brighton
last year where she visited the Fine Art
Trade Guild stand and was encouraged to
join the Guild for their opportunities for
framers. At a later meeting, Jennie met
with a former Larson-Juhl scholar who had
qualified as GCF(APF) as a result, and was
inspired to submit her own application - a
fantastic choice!
When it comes to their experiences of the
industry so far, Russell tells us: “I’m very
impressed with what I have seen of the
industry. The way that framers are so open
with their knowledge and keen to share
their skills is heart-warming.” Russell also
has some exciting plans for the direction of
his work, stating: “Using recycled materials
is a direction I’d like to explore. As well as
utilising environmentally friendly products
where I can, I would also like to include
non-plastic packaging.”
We wish the best of luck to both of the
scholars in the rest of their training and
career, and of course to all those who
apply as candidates for the next intake of
scholars!
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We were delighted with the response to
last year’s Get Framous initiative which
received around 250 entries in total. We
shortlisted 10 submissions which then
went to Master of the Guild Jo Palmer to
be judged against the following criteria:
creativity, engagement on social channels,
media coverage, feedback from customers,
footfall/website traffic and sales off the
back of the entry.

Jo commented: “I had an interesting time reading through
all the information from those on the shortlist – there was
quite a range of things on offer and it was fascinating to
read all the different approaches to marketing.”
The finalists were all extremely impressive
but the eventual winner was Lhouette aka
Ciaran Robinson – and his stunning chess
set. Second place went to the Zanna family
at EasyFrame for their selfie competition
and five other framers also received a
special commendation.
Jo’s decision was hard, but her reasoning
was quite simple: “After a lengthy thought
process, my winner was Ciaran Robinson.
Although the majority of the publicity
was centred around the chess pieces
themselves, it still meant that his framed
creation was on show in multiple places
which allowed him to use that in his own
publicity. There are clear and easy to
follow links to his marketing of this on his
website and he had good follow up with

further sales which were also displayed in
prominent locations. Visually, it was the
most eye catching entry.”
Ciaran was awarded £1,000 in cash,
EasyFrame then received £250 in product,
and £100 in product went to the highly
commended Cath Friend (Emerald
Frames), Ann Carrol (Picture This Art &
Framing), Sarah Fellows (Fellows Framing),
Alex Mahoney (Bespoke Framing) and Joe
Nicholson (Four Sticks Framing).
Ciaran’s response was: “Amazing! Thank
you Larson-Juhl - very flattered – it was
a really fun and interesting competition
to enter with some brilliant concepts and
entries.”
Get Framous was intended to provide
ideas and content for customers’
marketing activity, while promoting
bespoke framing as a creative skill and
championing best practice. We are running
another Get Framous initiative this year
with a slightly different approach. We will
be calling out across our social channels
for weird and wonderful examples of
framing and then making a quarterly award
of £250 to the piece that meets specific
criteria and gets the most engagement.
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Turners View

Venice

Paul finds his inspiration from the natural beauty he is
surrounded by and its ever changing moods. Living on the
south coast of England, his coastal inspiration is evident
throughout his work. He often works from his studio
which is situated right on Avon Beach in Mudeford, where
he has been a resident artist for the last few years. Paul
tells us: “I like my work to stand out and be different to
other landscape artists. To achieve this, I prefer to work
in more atmospheric lighting conditions, meaning I focus
on capturing this instead of more sunny and typically
picturesque types of days.”

4walls was blown away by artist Paul Dolman’s
stunning depictions of various different landscapes
and settings. We were keen to understand more
about the makings of Paul’s career as a painter, and
where he sources inspiration for his unparalleled
and distinctive pieces.
Born in Derbyshire, Paul then moved with his parents
during his earlier years and went on to spend his
childhood in the picturesque county of Devon, where
his love and interest for art grew as he did. His
talents were visible at a young age, and throughout
his childhood he collected a series of awards as a
junior artist - a considerable achievement which only
indicated the success that was to come during his
future art career.
It was this exposure to the landscape around him
that acted as a catalyst for propelling Paul into his
journey as an artist, and he landed his first job in
the arts as a pottery designer. He then moved from
there to become an illustrator for the South Devon
Scene, a local newspaper based in the internationally
renowned art college at Dartington Hall near Totnes.
Early on during his time as an illustrator, Paul’s
talent was widely recognised and he achieved almost
immediate success within the artistic sphere, having
been commissioned to produce pen and ink drawings
for multiple clients in the publishing industry.

Paul’s individual style is shown through the sophistication
of each of his pieces, all showing great depth and a
multitude of layers which he has continued to develop
and evolve throughout his artistic journey. His use of
atmospheric light allows his pieces to almost dance off
the canvas, evoking feelings and encapsulating senses of
the familiar weather conditions he depicts - from heavy,
foggy days to clear, colder evenings. Paul describes his
work as having a romanticist style, with a focus on finding
inspiration from nature and emotions.

DEVOTEDLY
DORSET

Paul is most passionate about painting, and tells 4walls that in recent
years he has moved towards using more oils and mixed media, which
allows him to create wonderfully atmospheric and vivid landscapes
full of life and drama. In terms of the quality of his materials, Paul
finds that using a high quality oil paint with very strong pigments, and
painting on board rather than canvas makes a difference to his work.

PAUL DOLMAN

When asked about some of his favourite pieces, Paul tells
us that he would struggle to be able to choose which of his
works he is most proud of, but so far he has most enjoyed
creating his forest paintings.

Break of Day

Paul’s work has been featured in galleries in New York,
Nantucket, Australia and New Zealand. This reflects the
level of international recognition he has achieved for the
quality, clarity, dramatic light and atmospheric themes
featured throughout his work. Not only this, but Paul’s
work has been featured in some interesting locations here
in the UK, including ITV Mr Selfridge’s Highcliffe Castle!
To see more of Paul’s work, follow him on Facebook and
Instagram @padolman, or visit his website
artistpauldolman.co.uk

Ocean Pride

Fishermans Boat Race
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THE
PHILOSOPHIC
WORLD OF

Growing up in the 70s, he enjoyed the
humour and artwork of Terry Gilliam from
Monty Python, and believes this may have
had a subliminal impact on him which is
reflected in his art to this very day. He
also read up on the early Dadaists, such as
Hanna Höch, who used photomontage as a
way of expressing their frustration of the
crazy world around them.
Just as the original Dadaists did not have
the luxury of a computer to search images
on Google and resize their work, Jay
creates his art in the same vein. Each of his
pieces are created by hand, cutting images
directly from old magazines and old art
journals which he buys second hand, and
often include page lines and staple marks.

PHOTOMONTAGE

This process allows him to play with
perspective, but also means that once
he has thought of a concept, he has to
rifle through hundreds of journals to find
the images he needs. This process can
sometimes take up to a couple of months,
meaning he accumulates hundreds of
secondhand magazines.
Jay incorporates classic, well-known works
of art into the majority of his pieces by
introducing them into a new setting and
a new narrative. This is seen in his piece
‘Out of Eden’, in which he uses Dürer’s
‘Adam and Eve’ from 1507 to demonstrate
Adam being led out of the garden of Eden,
whilst being simultaneously interviewed
and disembowelled. He tells us: “This piece
for me reflects the growing trend of news
and gossip being pushed upon us instantly
by a plethora of media outlets - and also
highlights that Adam must have been
gutted to leave Eden!”

Jay’s talents are certainly beginning
to be recognised, and after submitting
his artwork for the Essex Open, he was
selected as a finalist by renowned artist
John Doubleday, who also invited him
to exhibit at the Maldon Festival last
year. John described his work more as
symbolism than surrealism, which Jay in
part agrees with, telling us: “I believe my
art sits somewhere in between. The use of
symbolic characters and images within my
work help to explain the narrative that lies
beneath.”
In terms of upcoming exhibitions, Jay tells
us his work is beginning to generate a lot
of interest, and he intends to have a series
of public exhibitions in 2020. He will be
starting at The Camden Image Gallery,
London in the summer.
To see more of Jay’s work, and to keep an
eye on his upcoming exhibitions, visit his
website.
j-leone.com

Photomontage artist, J Leone, has an undeniably unique style with
a strong sense of nostalgia that 4walls is absolutely in awe of - and
we were thrilled to be able to get to know more about him and his
fascinating work!
Born in London in the mid 1970s, Jay was
always a creative child, and even entered his
first art competition which ran in a department
store at the age of seven, coming in at an
honourable second place. Growing up and
being part of the 90s generation as a teenager,
as much fun as Jay tells us it was for him, it also
distracted him from attending art school or
studying any art courses.

“I believe my art sits somewhere in between.
The use of symbolic characters and images
within my work help to explain the narrative
that lies beneath.”

Nevertheless, he still had a strong passion for
art. After becoming a father, he rekindled his
love for art whilst working on creative projects
with his children. During this, he discovered
how therapeutic art could be, and how
important a tool it was for alleviating stress
and expressing his emotions and feelings.
Jay realised very quickly that, as much as he
enjoyed painting and drawing, he could never
quite succinctly capture the messages and
emotions he wanted to convey within his art.
Photomontage then became the perfect medium
for him, allowing his creativity to flow and giving
him the freedom to express his thoughts on the
issues that most concern him.
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Days to keep in mind…
Calendar dates or awareness days provide
fantastic opportunities to add a little bit of fun
and creativity to your marketing activities, whilst
ultimately increasing your business profile.

10th – 13th April - Easter
Easter has always been an important
date in the diary each year, and is a
busy period for many - marked by
two bank holidays. Whether it is
through merchandising and events or
competitions and displays, however you
choose to celebrate this festive period
don’t forget to include #Easter in your
social posts as an easy way to increase
your reach.

ZANNATASTIC
FAMILY FIRST
There are nine Zanna family members involved with
EasyFrame bringing a vast breadth of talent to the company.
Picture shows: Tori at the front, then top left to right: Dave,
Jo, Nick, Mikey*, Kayleigh, Ali* and Richard*. Not pictured –
Rob, Ali, Ben and Hannah.

Between April and June there are a whole host of
different days for you to get involved with - we’ve
picked a few for you to keep in mind.

18th May - Mental Health
Awareness Week
Art, crafts and creative activities are
often an invaluable support for many
people who experience mental health
problems. This week is a great chance
for you to raise money or offer support
to mental health charities and groups in
your local area.

26th April - London
Marathon

5th June - World
Environment Day

One of the biggest sporting events every
year, the London Marathon sees runners
from across the UK take part and this year
it even has its own celebration, a landmark
40th race! Help those taking part
celebrate their personal achievement by
showcasing the best examples of framed
race memorabilia you’ve commissioned.
Everyone is a winner!

This day is set aside to raise awareness
of environmental issues - this year it
is focusing on biodiversity. Could you
piggyback this day and use it to promote
our range of FSC® and PEFC certified
mouldings in which we recognise the
environmental concerns over wood
sources?

*not related – but still family!

EasyFrame in Bedford is a thriving
family business with a focus on
commercial framing alongside a
consumer division. This part of the
company has benefitted hugely from
a concerted push on social media
which has delivered a 600% increase
in Instagram followers and second
prize in Larson-Juhl’s Get Framous
competition. The selfie competition
that grabbed the judge’s attention
is the brainchild of Ben Zanna – son
of co-owner Nick, and it will be
repeated later in the year. EasyFrame
is also benefitting hugely in terms
of website traffic uplift following its
commitment to posting more video
content. Google loves video! And
Ben has been producing all sorts of
engaging clips – with wife Hannah
doing the voiceovers.
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GUNNAR INVESTMENT
Meanwhile, the company has been
investing in what co-owner Rob
Zanna calls: “The latest, greatest
and best mountboard cutter in
the world!” Rob has been working
closely with the manufacturer
Gunnar to adapt the machine to his
specification. This collaboration has
involved three visits from the Swiss
team to ensure the modification is
absolutely right. “We are pretty much
there now,” says Rob, “and it really is
amazing, particularly when it comes
to acrylic and MDF.”

With everyone happy with these
adaptations for our industry, Gunnar
will officially introduce the highly
modular Novex Décor for the UK
market at the Sign & Digital Show
at the NEC on April 28th and 30th.
The machine is showcased on
EasyFrame’s social channels and
more information is available at
gunnar-int.com
Follow EasyFrame @easyframe_UK
on Instagram and @easyframeUK on
Twitter and Facebook.
easyframe.co.uk

“We have between 300 and 400 requirements every day for
these materials, and the new software can now be programmed
to cut in the most economic way possible. It is 100% accurate
and produces minimum waste. We are very happy!”

4th May - Star Wars Day

21st June - Father’s Day

Whether you are part of the Empire or support the Rebel Alliance,
be sure to join fans across the world who will be celebrating
George Lucas’s Star Wars film franchise. Don’t let this galaxy limit
what you can frame and showcase the different creative ways you
have framed film posters, memorabilia, fan art and beyond. Why
not offer a discount to any Star Wars’ themed items you framed in
the lead up to 4th May? May the Fourth be with you!

A day dedicated to celebrating and acknowledging the fathers
and father figures in our lives. It’s also a great opportunity to
showcase your skills and creativity of custom-made frames
and how special they can be. What extra little touches could
you suggest to customers to make their framed gifts even
more unique?
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“The show itself will house the
collection of Hameed Haroon,
current CEO of Dawn Media Group,
a Pakistani media company based in
Karachi which publishes the Dawn
newspaper and Herald magazine
among other publications, and
operates TV channels, radio
stations and websites.
“Having worked previously on individual
pieces from Hameed Haroon’s
collection, we were able to garner a
trusting relationship. Our collection of
conservation materials, mouldings and
glass remains unmatched in Pakistan.
It is because of this trust and quality
assurance that we were able to work on his
whole collection for the October exhibition
held at Mohatta Palace Museum.

“Doing the framing for this collection
was a challenging task. Only the highest
quality materials were used to ensure
integrity and conservation of these
pieces. A few articles, including an 18th
century photograph by Italian-British
photographer Felice Beato, needed to be
handled with great care. Another piece, a
150 year old textile produced in Palanpur,
India posed unique challenges. Due to its
deteriorated state and massive size, we
had to devise a way to frame and converse
it in panels. Clarity by Larson-Juhl glass
was used in two panels held together by an
ornate wooden frame from the Larson-Juhl
collection.”
4walls can’t wait to hear how the
exhibition went and see more photographs.
To see more of MainFrame Gallery, visit
their website.
mainframethegallery.com

PRETTY
IN PINK
Shahzad Saeed,
owner of MainFrame
Gallery in Lahore,
Pakistan talks about
his plans for a very
exciting upcoming
exhibition.
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“MainFrame Gallery is gearing up for an
upcoming art exhibition of monumental
proportions. Due to be held in October
2020, this show will take place at The
Mohatta Palace Museum located in
Karachi, Pakistan. It was built in the
luxurious seaside locale of Clifton by
Shabbir Khan Mohatta, named after a
Hindu Marwari businessman from modern
day Rajasthan in India in 1927. He built
the palace following the tradition of other
stone palaces in Rajasthan, using pink
Jodhpur stone in combination with the

local yellow stone from Gizri. The amalgam
gave the palace a distinctive presence
in an already elegant neighbourhood,
characterised by Indo-Saracenic
architecture. The palace covers an area
of 18,500 sq. ft and its facade is trimmed
with windows, stone brackets, spandrels,
domes and balustrades with floral motifs
and exquisite railings.

“Consisting of over 600 artworks, the
exhibit will not only be a grand affair in
terms of size, but will also feature works
by numerous important artists. It includes
names such as Sadequain, Abdur Rahman
Chughtai, Amrita Shergill, Jamini Roy,
Damien Hirst and Norma Balleza.”
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MIXING AND
STACKING
MOULDINGS

How do you join mouldings? What equipment do you need?

Picture 3

There are two standard ways of mixing mouldings. Placing
different mouldings inside one another (stacking) as in picture 1,
or joining different sections of the same profile together (mixing)
as in picture 2.
Picture 1

A MASTERCLASS WITH JON PRICE GCF (APF)

I’ve just finished designing, constructing and filming the framing for three new Larson-Juhl
‘Master Class’ videos and I’m really excited by the potential results. I worked with the award
winning video production agency, with whom I filmed the last series of videos. If you’ve seen
those, you’ll know just how well they were put together (larsonjuhl.co.uk/haven/vids/jon-pricemasterclass). However, what really excites me about these new videos is the creative freedom
I was given. Larson-Juhl provided me with three subjects ‘Mount design’, ‘Mixing Mouldings’ &
‘Anti-reflective & UV glass’. I was told to do whatever I wanted, use whatever materials I liked
and not to hold back; a dream come true for any creative framer.

In truth, I was limited by two things; my
imagination, and my belief that it’s essential to
ensure that the techniques used are achievable
by the vast majority of framers. Therefore, as
well as producing each design on my usual
equipment, I replicated each one using a manual
mount cutter, a Morso and a foot-operated
under pinner. So, although these videos are more
inspirational than instructional, every concept is
achievable by any framer with basic professional
equipment.
Two of the new videos, ‘Mixing Mouldings’ and
‘Mount Design’ are completely design orientated.
They each feature four different frame/mount
designs for one piece of artwork. I started with
simple concepts like treble mounts and stacking
two mouldings before going on to the ‘3D
double bevel shadow inlay mount’ and the seven
moulding ‘mega stack’.

So, mixing mouldings, why bother?

It’s important to make sure that even amounts of the inner
moulding show under the rebate of the outer moulding when the
two are joined. I use small squares of mount board to ensure even
spacing (see picture 4).

Adding width and depth - When I’m choosing framing with a
customer, sometimes I find a moulding which is perfect – except
for one factor. Often it’s too narrow or too shallow. This is where
stacking comes in. By joining together two mouldings you can give
the frame the additional width it needs or the extra depth required.
Adding colour - Imagine the same scenario, except this time you
require a moulding with a mixture of colours that you don’t have
on display, for example, a matt black with a gold sight edge. You
could order samples of potentially suitable mouldings in the hope
that your customer will come back once the samples have arrived
or you could stack a matt black with a narrow gold, both of which
you have on display, and at the same time offer your customer a
unique, bespoke solution.
Increasing your options - No matter how many chevrons you
have, it can sometimes be hard to find exactly the right moulding.
Mixing mouldings massively increases your options. Once you
start to look at which mouldings work together, you realise that
the options are endless and your range of mouldings has trebled.
Changing your approach - It’s easy to fall into a routine of
offering the same predictable design formula. How many design
options do most framers offer on a daily basis? Single mount or
double mount? Moulding A or moulding B? It’s so boring that I’m
yawning just thinking about it! Don’t expect customers to help.
They won’t think about mixing mouldings or multiple mounts
unless we inspire them. Customers need to be led and educated
by the framer. Of course, not every customer wants something
different, but some do and they’re willing to pay for it. Matching
ranges of the same finish enables you to emphasise more than one
colour in a piece of artwork or to enhance colours with mouldings
rather than mounts. It’s a different approach, but it’s one that I
find inspiring and rewarding.
The rules
The rules of mixing mouldings are, there aren’t any rules.
However, different colour mouldings with the same or a similar
profile work well together, as do profiles with the same finish and/
or colour. Different finishes don’t tend to work so well together.
So far, when mixing mouldings I have avoided combining them
with elaborate mounts. I feel it overwhelms the artwork. However,
I look forward to proving myself wrong quite soon.
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To stack mouldings, cut and join the inner moulding first. The
cutting length should be based on the mount or glass size, just
like normal. Cut the second moulding using the outside length of
the first moulding as your guide (see picture 3). Allow a couple of
millimetres of expansion space. When you’ve cut and joined the
second moulding check that it fits together with the first moulding
satisfactorily and then join the two.

Picture 4

Picture 2

You don’t need specific equipment to mix or stack mouldings. Some
framers nail through the rebate of the inner moulding, others use
framers points and staples or canvas offsets. You can even glue
mouldings together. However, I recommend a Fletcher Flexible
MultiMaster Gun (999000122). It’s quick, easy and designed for
joining stacked frames. Mixing mouldings normally involves the
same frame profile, so the pieces are cut and stacked as if they were
the same moulding, although you will need to think about the final
position of individual pieces during the joining process.
In my next 4walls article I’ll look at the design and thinking behind
the four designs in the ‘Mixing and Stacking Mouldings’ video, as
well as any additional techniques required in the process. In the
meantime, grab some chevrons and start mixing those mouldings.
Jon Price GCF (APF) owns Handmade Framing & Gallery near
Bude, North Cornwall as well as offering a consultancy service to
professional, amateur and would-be framers. He is a member of
the Fine Art Trade Guild’s Framing Standards and Qualifications
Committee.
handmadepictureframing.co.uk
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Pic 1

Ask the
experts

Pic 2

By David Wilkie GCF

Question

A customer has brought in an old white £5
note to frame. Can you help with the best
conservation way to mount it?

Reply

I would use an
encapsulation method, as
the £5 note can be mounted and positioned
without any adhesives coming into contact
with the paper, it is fully reversible and has
the added benefit of being able to see the
reverse side if necessary. The window in the
mount can be cut larger than the note, giving
a floating effect, so the edges will also be
visible.
You will need a sheet, or roll, of polyester
film available from some framing suppliers
or specialists Conservation by Design
cxdinternational.com. I use a medium
thickness of around 95µ, a small roll
should last a while. The film is also known
by the trade names Melinex and Mylar. It
has many uses and comes in very handy
when mounting objects with thin straps or
wrapping and mounting awkward shapes.
You will also need a specialist adhesive
as regular double sided tape will not last
very long, double sided 3M 415 is an
archival pressure sensitive adhesive for
bonding polyester to itself or board. Other
equipment needed will be a sharp blade,
steel edge, cutting mat and cotton gloves.
To establish the size of material needed
measure the note then add a clearance, I
would use 6mm, and then add 12mm – the
width of tape I am using, so 18mm each
side is adding 36mm to the width and
height of the £5 note.
I always wear cotton gloves when handling
the roll of film, to prevent finger prints,
make sure the working area is clean and
well vacuumed, cut two rectangles of
polyester film to the required size. Make
sure you cut them in the same direction
on the roll so you have two pieces with
the same curve from the roll (Photo1). If
using flat sheet material ignore this, it’s
not critical just good practice when using
rolled material.

Choose one sheet of film, place on the
work surface so that two of the edges
are touching the surface and the centre
raised. Carefully run a layer of 3M 415
tape around the outside edge, leaving the
release paper on. In one corner peel back
a short length of release paper from the
two lengths of tape, around 10-15mm
and fold back on itself to form a short tab.
Repeat on the opposite corner (Photo 2).
Place the note in the centre of the film,
use a small weight if necessary to hold it in
place. Now carefully place the remaining
sheet, curve down edges up, on top of the
note, starting at one of the corners where
the release paper hasn’t been peeled back,
when in position touch to stick to one of
the exposed corners (Photo 3). With the
two layers aligned and using a smoothing
action press the sheets together and
remove the release paper by gently pulling
on the exposed tabs (Photo 4). Burnish the
adhesive to activate and improve adhesion
and the note is now fully enclosed and
protected (Photo 5) (Photo 6).
In the mount I would cut a window 3mm
larger all round than the note, then either
use the 415 tape or 810 magic tape to
secure the encapsulated note to the
mount (Photo 7). I would also raise the
mount with a layer of 3mm foamcore to
emphasise the floating effect (Photo 8)
(Photo 9).
The frame should be finished with a
high UV filtering glass for increased
preservation.

Portfolio Fine Art is delighted to be working
with renowned cityscape artist Neil Dawson,
and is now launching its first limited edition
collection of Neil’s work.

Pic 3

Pic 4

Pic 5

Neil says: “I am inspired by the energy
and colour of cities. I love to paint
iconic architecture and imagery hoping to spark a connection with the
viewer, recreating memories of happy
times spent in these dynamic cities.”

Pic 6

Pic 7

Pic 8

Pic 9

I used this method to frame a letter (Photo
10 & 11), the book is also mounted using a
polyester film encapsulation technique.
David Wilkie GCF.

City Lights with
Neil Dawson

Pic 10
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This collection is entitled ‘Time To Reflect’, and
is inspired by different scenes from busy cities
all over the world. The collection includes pieces
such as ‘Piccadilly Night Adventure’ and ‘Times
Square Mono’, each piece showcasing his talents
and stunning work with lights and reflections.
Neil works with everyday images, taking his
inspiration from vibrant cityscapes, and his
work allows the viewer to feel a real sense of
the hustle and bustle of each different location.
Having grown up with a love for art, nurtured
at school and whilst studying at Saint Martin’s
School of Art in London, he created a successful
career for himself in the city. He had always
loved the buzz of the streets, especially the
feeling at night as he watched the headlights
from the traffic being reflected off the wet

concrete, and the energy of London buses and
buildings reflected in the moonlit Thames.
Reading newspapers and seeing images of
faraway cities on TV instilled a passion for
travel, which in turn became a springboard for
creating his stunning artworks. Experiencing
new cultures, surroundings and events, he
photographed scenes far and wide, returning
home to create amazing and vibrant international
cityscapes which had become part of his own life
experience. In addition to London, these cities
include Edinburgh, Paris, New York, Sydney and
Venice. Painting in oil, the mood of his work
changes from vibrant and dramatic to calm and
serene as the days unfold into night.
For more information, contact Portfolio Fine art on
01935 817368 or visit their website @
www.portfoliofineart.com
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Pic 11

We are all born to drift.
Catching the waves
on distant shores.
Before we find our way home
with hearts full of memories.
Introducing Driftwood.
Inspired by the sandy beaches and volcanic
rocks of the Canary islands, Driftwood comes
in a monochromatic choice of black or white.
FSC accredited and available in seven sizes,
Driftwood has been finished with water-based
gesso, stripped manually to create an effortlessly
chic texture. A foil on top produces slight brown
flexes which enables the range to transform any
piece into a statement.
Because everyone’s view is different.
larsonjuhl.co.uk | 01234 852777
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